Behavioral tolerance to flurazepam.
Rats were trained to earn 180 food pellets in daily, fixed-interval 1-min sessions. When performance had stabilized, a Before group was given a weekly 16 mg/kg flurazepam injection IP for 3 weeks immediately before the sessions, while an After group received their weekly injections immediately after the sessions. Then, the After group received 3 such weekly injections before the sessions. Behavioral tolerance developed by the 2nd flurazepam injection for the Before group, but for the After group, the 3 postsession flurazepam injections resulted in subsequent tolerance to presession flurazepam injection for session lever presses, but not for the time taken to earn 180 pellets. Dispositional tolerance to the serum elimination rate of flurazepam did not develop over the course of 3 injections. Behavioral suppression still evident in the initial portion of sessions with the 2nd and 3rd presession injection coincided with the duration of rising and high levels of serum flurazepam.